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Abstract. Randomness can introduce degrees of variation as part of
a highly controlled design process, which can be of particular significance in the context of acoustic performance in architecture. This paper presents research into robotic fabrication of surfaces with acoustic
micro-patterns that can change the acoustic response of space. It explores the design affordances for acoustically efficient 1:10 scale model
prototypes, from parametric modeling to scale model production to physical evaluation. Acoustic reflective properties of surface patterns are investigated for scattering coefficients, in order to derive statistical data
on acoustic properties of these surfaces, and to deduce design rules.
The robotic subtractive process particularly invests variations and disturbances to originally coded fabrication sequences that lead to different pattern outcomes. Changes to protocols and workflows change the
equations of design through shuffling of multiple criteria: from multiple
sequences in a production process to intuitive impacts of the designer on
a preset tooling and workpath; from computational design code to acoustic effect.
Keywords. Robotic subtractive manufacturing; micro-acoustic patterns; sound scattering; design thinking.

1. Introduction
In room acoustics, principal measurements usually refer to the clarity of sound or
speech intelligibility, reverberation, and loudness. As Burry (2010) has pointed
out, acoustic optimization is a qualitative process, despite the contribution of measurements and qualitative systems. In architectural acoustics, the overall geometry of spaces, and the specific reflective qualities of surfaces (material hardness,
patterns) further contribute to a sound experience. Acoustic experiences can be
shaped via control of complex curved spaces (Reinhardt et al 2012, 2014), or the
introduction of micro-acoustic patterns (Peters et al 2010, 2011, Burry 2012, Reinhardt et al 2016). Architecture contributes to varied sound experiences when surfaces are differentiated, such as micro-acoustic zones where acoustic experience
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differs from the surrounding area. Aural environments directly and critically relate to human affective responses, impacting on a ‘sense of privacy, socialization,
and territoriality’ (Blesser and Salter 2007). Addressing aspects of microsound
conditions is a way to approach environmental building performance on a conceptual, programmatic and material level, which allows the rethinking of architectural
space as a sound-ecosystem (Burry 2010). Through combined physical and biological components of an environment, a network of relations between architectural
envelope, surface conditions, materials and advanced manufacturing processes can
address acoustic performance of spaces.
1.1. RANDOMNESS

Current computational design approaches apply chaotic or unpredictable surface
patterns commonly in aesthetic developments. As a concept of variation, randomness can be part of a highly controlled design process (Burry 2014), which can
be of particular significance in the context of acoustic performance in architecture.
Surfaces deliver better acoustic scattering performance when based on aperiodicity.
As has been argued, beyond stochastic approaches to optimisation (through finding the fittest solutions for a combination of variables), randomness can contribute
to a greater range of diversity in architectural surfaces, and their acoustic performance understood statistically. The introduction of a degree of random variation
in the surface has the potential to increase the frequency range of effective scattering, or absorption of sound - depending on the depth of valleys, and diversity of the
pattern. This paper reports on research in progress; an empirical study of the relationship between robotically fabricated surfaces and acoustic scattering. It extends
previous research into robotic fabrication of micro-acoustic patterns, (Reinhardt,
Cabrera et al 2016) such as the relationship between the depth range of the relief
in the surface pattern and the frequency range for high scattering values. The aim
of the present study is to apply randomness as intuitive intervention in the fabrication phase. The research generates many different algorithmically derived patterns,
and evaluates them in terms of digital modelling; advanced manufacturing of surfaces in robotic fabrication, and consecutive testing - so that general trends can
potentially be determined (figure 1).
1.2. PHYSICAL FORM AND ACOUSTIC SCATTERING

The scattering of sound when reflected by a surface can be a desirable characteristic
in the acoustic treatment of spaces (Cox and D’Antonio 2009). Scattering can
ameliorate characteristics of a room’s sound that are often undesirable, such as
discretely audible echoes, flutter echoes, coloration due to comb filtering, spatial
focusing, and discrete tonal resonances. This is of particular importance when it
would be undesirable to remove the sound energy from the room by absorption.
Scattering is also used to enhance the spatial impression of the sound in critical
listening spaces such as auditoria or sound studios (Schroeder 1979).
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Figure 1. Robotic cut with KUKA KR 6, pattern series, and acoustic testing in reverberant box.

In contrast to repetitive, homogenous, or periodic surface expressions, scattering is commonly achieved by variation: varying the angles and depths of a surface, and so typically uses visually interesting architectural forms. Relationships
between the sound wavelength and the size of the undulations or roughness are
complicated, and since the wavelengths of audible sound span a wide range and
are significantly large on an architectural scale (ranging from 17 mm to 17 m),
the scattering behavior of surfaces is frequency dependent. Longer wavelengths
correspond to lower frequencies, and so it can be particularly difficult to achieve
low frequency scattering with practical surface designs. Scattering at high frequencies may be achieved with relatively shallow surface modulation. Therefore,
a common challenge in scattering surface design is to extend scattering to as low a
frequency as possible for a given surface modulation depth. In addition, increasing
surface roughness particularly through fine features is likely to increase its sound
absorption. While precedents for scattering surfaces such as the quadratic residue
diffuser (QRD, Schroeder 1979) commonly use square elements, scattering can
also be achieved through random, pseudo-random, ad hoc or algorithmically designed modulated surfaces. Although the scattering performance of such is harder
to predict than for established design techniques, incremental variations can be
computationally controlled via well depth and well width. Recent approaches have
further tested complex curved geometries, such as hyperbolic patterns applied over
a curved surface (Peters, Burry, Williams, Davis 2013), or surface differentiation
through Hexagon, Wave and Batten patterns (Peters Olesen 2010).
Yet with robotic fabrication, a larger design spectrum becomes accessible for
non-periodic patterns that can be fabricated in single robotic machine motion, effectively changing acoustic concepts from singular wells to ’valleys. This research
discusses robotic sound discs that modulate scattering surfaces (figure 2), where
randomness was introduced to support criteria for difference in a) mathematically
described generation as base code or DNA for various pattern studies); to the b)
selection of disc area within the pattern topography; to c) fabrication with select
hot-wire shapes for cut (v-shape, leaning square, u- and o-profiles; the d) relative
depth of toolpath; and the e) control over script for robotic substractive cutting
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as full or partial stage. In a subsequent acoustic evaluation, tendencies for sound
scattering were tested, so that relationships between complex geometries, acoustic
effects, and robotic fabrication can be better defined.

Figure 2. Exert of 35 sound discs with micro patterns, and resulting scattering and absorption
performance.

2. Pattern Coding and Robotic Fabrication
As a shared geometry, circular disks were fabricated based on two standard equations that determine relative height and depth. These are a height ≥ 1/16th of diameter (Peters and Olesen 2010 ); and a depth of d < ó λ , in order to be effective for
a certain frequency (Bonwetsch et al 2008). Following these dimensions, sound
discs were first fabricated in EPS Styrofoam (a close-packed and non-directional
material), with 310 mm diameter, 40mm material depth (with potential 19 mm surface depth). Each sound pattern integrated generalisation (percentage of depth in
surface) combined with uniqueness (different executions of algorithms that result
in unique appearance). A level of variation or randomness was introduced to avoid
using a regular periodic pattern and maximize frequency spectrum for scattering;
so Turing Patterns, L-Systems, Dynamic Flow or Agent behaviour were coded in
GH Grasshopper, and simulated in KUKAprc (figure 3).
The study then used the advantage that six-axis robotic fabrication holds over
CNC machining, which requires multiple step-downs with a 3-axis milling path.
Robotic hot-wire cutting uses a single tooling line that determines the two sides of
a valley, and cutting at angles significantly different to the surfaces’ normal (Reinhardt et al 2016), which is optimal for fast patterning of surfaces. A hand-held hot
wire cutter (THERMOCUT 12/E) was mounted on a KUKA KR 6 robot arm and
equipped with varying bendable wire profiles of average depth of >10mm. Consequently, the robotic movement range and angle enabled fine details with short machining times and multiple valleys in surfaces as a result from directional robotic
subtraction. The different wire profiles increased the design spectrum for fabrica-
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tion of undercuts (which optimizes absorption performance). For direct intuitive
changes, robot programs were partially executed across 3-4 discs, as opposed to
precise micro-scale prototypes in CNC. In several test series (figure 4), robotic parameters creatively and intuitively varied, including: toolpath and defined angle
of the subtractive tool; multiple passes along isocurve; the distance of end-effector
to material surface; and the depth and surface angles of valleys variable along the
curve.

Figure 3. Exemplary phasing: robotic simulation, pattern DNA/code, wire shape, sound disc
(PZG, Flocking Flowl, Guoliang Zhen, CodeToPro2016) .

Figure 4. Initial analogue testing (left, mid), and KUKA KR 6 workcell (right,
CodeToPro2016, DMaF Team Watt and Masuda).

Four prototype series illustrate in the following a L- or Branching-System as
departure point (figure 5). In MLDM-S1, branches were created by setting an area,
populating it with a given number of points, and connecting all proximity points
with lines. Number of branches correlated to points occupying the area, with continuous increase of lines when point numbers increase, resulting in denser branch
populations. Robotic cutting applied a generic V-shape, resulting in a relative
high percentage of remaining surface area due to widely set pattern. In MLDMS2, variations included line depths (0mm to 20mm), higher branch density (more
initial points), and relocation of tooling origin point. While the same wire profile
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was maintained (V-shape), the non-rotational robotic arm movement, cutting in a
single direction, results in different effective width of ‘cutting line’ and produced
valley. In MLDM-S3, the original branching code was modified to introduce a directional flow so branches ‘grow’ towards the same direction. In addition, lines for
this variable were disconnected, leading to an interrupted robotic toolpath (PointToPoint or PTP) where the robot arm reach a point, lift down, cut one line, and
lift up again, and so forth. The wire profile was changed for this series (widened
V-shape). In MLDM-S4, different stages of the overall robotic script were consecutively fabricated across 3-5 different discs. Robotic fabrication extends here
randomness through motion control, tool-path angle and shape of end-effector.

Figure 5. Prototype series based on generative design and robotic fabrication (MLDM,
L-System Series, Michel Luis de Melo, CodeToPro2016).

3. Acoustic Measurements of Sound Discs
Resulting from variations in robotic trajectory, depth and sequence, the generated
patterns were random, non-periodic and non-directional. In order to assess their
sound behaviour, standard controlled tests for each 1:10 scale prototype were undertaken. Scattering coefficients and random incidence absorption coefficients of
the discs were measured using a scale model reverberant room (here, a reverberant
box with an internal volume of 0.284 m3, see figure 1). The measurement procedure was based on ISO 17497-1, with an inverse repeated sequence signal of 60s
as effective measurement period (Stan et al. 2002). The sample was recessed to
half its depth into a turntable, which was either still or rotating with a period of 60
s for full rotation. In order to calculate the scattering and absorption coefficients,
the test signal was used to measure reverberation time of the box in four conditions: with sample, without sample, combined with the turntable still, and rotating.
AARAE software (which is Matlab-hosted) was used for signal generation, playback and recording, processing and analysis (Cabrera et al. 2016). Reverberation
time was calculated in 1/3-octave bands over the 1 kHz - 20 kHz.
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3.1. ERRORS AND LIMITATIONS IN ACOUSTIC TESTING

Both sets of coefficients should have a value between 0 and 1. However, measurement prototypes can yield results beyond this range. In particular, the edge of the
sample can have an unduly large effect on coefficients, sometimes yielding values
greater than 1 - this is a very well-known phenomenon in absorption coefficient
measurement. If a sample is highly absorptive, that is likely to reduce the precision of scattering coefficient measurements. The polystyrene material used for
the samples is not particularly absorptive when smooth, but rough surface texture
and fine cuts can substantially increase its sound absorption coefficient. At low
frequencies, some absorption may come from the sound penetrating the material
itself. Fine surface roughness is most likely to yield greatest absorption at high
frequencies. In order to provide a succinct summary of the sets of coefficients,
mean values over the 2 kHz -20 kHz range were calculated. Values below 2 kHz
are likely to be less reliable (due to the lower modal density of the box at low frequencies) and are also of less interest for scattering given the scale of the discs (the
wavelength of 2 kHz is 0.17 m). The centroid of scattering coefficient (or mean)
was also used to provide an indicator of the distribution of scattering values over
the eleven 1/3-octave bands. This was done following an equation where fn is the
centre frequency of each band, xn is the value (scattering coefficient in this case),
and n is the band index.
Centroid of scattering is of most interest when scattering coefficients are high,
at least in some bands. Scattering is quite easily achieved in high frequency bands,
and greater variation in surface depth is needed to achieve high scattering at lower
frequency bands. Hence the centroid provides a succinct indicator of the extent to
which the scattering extends across the frequency range (a high value indicates that
scattering is mainly at high frequencies, while a lower value indicates extension
to lower frequency bands). Scattering is of most interest when absorption is low.
However, while the scattering coefficient values should translate to the same form
using other materials and at other scales, the absorption coefficients are specific
to the samples tested. If the discs were instead made from a smooth, hard and
dense material, it is unlikely that such high absorption coefficients would have
been measured. Similarly, if the discs were scaled (e.g. by increasing the linear
dimension by a factor of 10), fine cuts would broaden, resulting in reduced sound
absorption coefficients at the scaled frequencies. Usually the type of scattering
measurement performed for this study assumes that the sample is a scale model,
and if the envisaged scale was 1:10 then the 2-20 kHz measured range represents
200 - 2000 Hz, which covers much of the speech frequency range.
3.2. TESTING OF SAMPLES AND OVERALL COMPARISON

The mean scattering coefficient and centroid provide a quick summary of each disc
(figure 6). Sample PZG-S02-TS6 showed the highest mean scattering coefficient
of 0.63 with the centroid scattering frequency at around 10 kHz. It also had a relatively high absorption coefficient of around 0.65. Characteristic for this particular
prototype are deep undercuts, and linear smooth surfaces. This led to the working hypothesis that larger area of smooth surfaces of varying angles potentially
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increase scattering, and deeper valleys increase absorption. Deep undercuts both
created a relative large amount of flat surface area, and deep valleys at the same
time. This result will be subject to further evaluation, as is the ratio between size
of the undercuts and certain frequency’s wavelength, which require further investigation in regards to the scattering and absorption performance. As a preliminary
result, the following tendencies were demonstrated: 1) as opposed to CNC machining, robotic manufacturing through spline curves offered a much larger scope
for variability in the production of sound discs, due to easily accessible transfer of
GH code to robotic machine code; 2) a maximum depth of valley could be continuously achieved across the surface (all samples, see ); 3) as confirmed by acoustic
testing, similar densities of valley patterns cause similar acoustic behavior, with
simple robotic deposition of patterns on the surface (samples MLDM, AXL) ; 4)
a periodic spatial design of surfaces produces a periodic scattering spectrum with
regular visible peaks, whereas non-periodic pattern organisations tended to demonstrated a smoother curve for centroid of scattering coefficient (sample AXL); 5)
very random patterns did not produce better scattering (PZG_T02); 6) general evaluations in regards to cut and removed material (percentage of waste) were easy to
measure, but as estimated unlikely to be reliable, and thus could not yield significant results for further tendencies (all samples) as the most interesting result, from
the same code but with a change of tool, a both scattering and absorption highly
efficient surface could be produced through very few robotic tooling lines, and
with a wire profile that generated an undercut.

Figure 6. Acoustic results for micro-acoustic patterns series, with centroid of scattering (left)
and mean absorption coefficient (right).

4. Discussion: Results, Glitches and Defaults
In scattering disc design, a concept of randomness can support aesthetic variations
over a field of modules that follow the same code or DNA and with variable surface
characteristics. Firstly, controlled randomness could be applied as a strategic, intuitive and exploratory design tool. The controlled concept of randomness was inscribed on multiple levels. Each particular design embedded randomness through
the processing code, by applying scripts that, in themselves, are inherently random.
Across all scripts, generic deformations were introduced by manipulation attractor
points, boundaries, and particular zones of densities. Furthermore, by increasing
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number of points, the pattern accuracy could be increased. Randomness could be
generated by variations of multiple criteria sets such as robot motion path relative to points, rotation technique, angle, or line height. Randomness could also
be introduced shape of tool, as non-finite expressions of a shape range due to the
physical manipulation of a wire profile through bending. These parameters then
included the shape of the wire, depth (in z plane) of wire, angle at which the cut is
produced, variations in the z plane. By executing different machine code sets by
interruption, recursion, or shift to another surface, different locations and parts of
patterns could be generated.
Secondly, randomness in the robotic tooling process could be referred to as
material and machine constraints, failures, and errors from initial assumptions
as part of the manufacturing process. Multiple pathways across the surface resulted in overcuts (taking of too much material, thus producing a shallow sample:
JDH_T01). A combination of multiple overlapping points, slow machining and
a high density of cuts in area led to overburn in areas where hot wire continued
cutting (JDH_T01). Discrepancies between robotic tooling simulation and actual
machine path in material occured. With an undercut distributed in several directions by an end-effector with a closed profile (as opposed to open V-shapes), complex shaped tools (U) led to unresolved undercuts, where waste fragments could
not be removed, thus resulting in a less effective panel in terms of scattering and
absorption (AL_T01). Here, directional cuts had to be devised in order to eliminate hindrance form material waste, so that loose parts could be dislodged with
ease. Finally, while controlled robotic tooling across a sample series produced
subtle variations, the overall differences and densities in the surface valleys actually produced optically differing, but acoustically alike micro-patterns (AXL,
MLDM, PZG). Effective sound scattering qualities were closely followed across
sound variations. This suggests that regardless of which section of script is manufactured, results will have similar trends when equal valley depth and material
subtraction is achieved. As a result, a percentage of pattern densities relative to
the surface area was determined a significant factor for further investigation.
5. Conclusion and Future Research
This paper has discussed empirical research into the acoustic performance of randomized patterns based on degrees of variations in code, supported by quasipredictable variations in a computational process, and by select variations to
robotic fabrication. Different series were produced that extend the spectrum for
manufacturing diversity in micro-geometries, and tendencies for acoustic behavior
in scattering and absorption could be demonstrated through scale model 1: 10 prototypes in a scale model reverberant box. Through the empirical study of pattern
generations within multiple criteria (parametric modeling to scale model production to physical simulation), the acoustic reflective properties of surface patterns
were tested for scattering performance, and these tendencies will need to be further investigated. While the aim of this first series had been to find an empirical
relationship between a physical parameter and acoustic result, further approaches
will need to include a differentiation of ratio between surface area, depth of cut
and pattern frequency; through measurement and integration of the 1) of surface
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area of the disc, which can be expressed as a ratio to the flat disc prior to cutting; the 2) root-mean square (rms) depth of the surface (subtracting mean depth);
or the 3) circular FFT power spectrum around the surface (at various radii) as
the most detailed approach. The research has thus resulted in a larger spectrum
of scattering-effective acoustic micro-patterns in a robotic subtractive process, by
which new design strategies for acoustic performance in the built environment can
be applied. Acknowledgements: This research is supported by a 2015 SEED grant
from The Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning, The University of
Sydney, and has been developed in CodeToProduction 2016, with support of the
Audio&Acoustics Lab, and with support of the DMaF Robotics team, Rod Watt
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